Experiments measuring the velocity of hohlraum-driven implosions on the National Ignition Facility (NIF) are described, including a demonstration of the required fusion-fuel velocity V fuel > 350 km/s with a 520 TW, 1.86 MJ laser pulse.
Introduction
In the inertial confinement fusion (ICF) hot-spot ignition scheme, kinetic energy from an imploding spherical pusher is converted upon stagnation to internal energy in the fusion fuel hot spot [1] . At the National Ignition Facility (NIF), this is achieved via the indirect-drive method. Laser power deposited inside a gold or uranium hohlraum is converted to soft x-rays that impinge on the ablator. The ablator absorbs the x-rays and explodes outward, accelerating the shell and fuel layer inward. To achieve a sufficiently high hot spot temperature to initiate thermonuclear burn, the maximum velocity of the cryogenic DT fuel pusher must reach V f uel 350 km/s [2] , where V f uel is the mass-average velocity of the cryogenic fuel layer. A primary thrusts of the NIF ignition tuning campaign has been to demonstrate that the laser/target system can achieve this goal. This paper describes recent experiments and supporting analysis suggesting that this goal has been nearly met (V f uel ≥ 350 km/s) with a 215 μm-thick silicon-doped CH capsule driven inside a uranium-walled hohlraum by a 520 TW, 1.86 MJ laser pulse.
Experiments and simulations
We begin by describing how the fuel velocity and ablator mass of a DT-layered ignition capsule can be inferred from measurements of equivalent gas-filled symmetry capsules using the backlit convergent ablator experimental platform [3] . The convergent ablator platform uses a nearly monochromatic x-ray backlighter at 8.95 keV (Zn) to generate time-dependent absorption radiographs of the imploding ablator. Two limbs on the capsule equator are imaged by slit onto an x-ray streak camera, allowing a direct measurement of the ablator implosion velocity V shell . The results are analyzed to infer an equivalent fusion-fuel velocity V f uel with assistance from the ICF design code HYDRA [4] .
The NIF facility recently performed a full laser-system shot (N120705) to demonstrate total laser power P > 500 TW and total energy E > 1.8 MJ. This experiment did not use backlit radiography to directly measure V shell , as this level of laser power and energy cannot be delivered to the hohlraum while directing two of NIF's 48 quads to a backlighter foil. The V shell data from a similar but lower-power convergent ablator experiment N121007, along with x-ray drive and bang-time data, are used to infer the ablator velocity for N120705.
Simulation drive source
Capsule-only 1D HYDRA simulations are used to translate the measured time of peak capsule x-ray emission for N120705 to the ablator velocity. We use a drive source derived from experimental data. Hohlraum simulations are used to set the spectral content of the source, but not the shape or level of the main drive. For the main pulse, we construct the source intensity such that the T RAD vs. time qualitatively matches the experimental T RAD (t) inferred from data. The overall intensity of the main drive is then scaled in a series of 1D HYDRA simulations to generate a lookupcurve of peak ablator velocity V shell vs. time of peak capsule x-ray emission. The same sources are also applied to an ideal thickness (215 μm) 2 × Si DT ignition capsule to generate a lookup-curve of fuel velocity V f uel vs. x-ray bang-time. Thus, for the measured experimental x-ray bang-time, we can infer the symcap ablator velocity V shell and the equivalent DT fuel velocity V f uel . The look-up curve V shell vs. x-ray bang-time for symcap shot N120705 and the corresponding V f uel vs. x-ray bang-time are shown in Fig. 2 . x-ray bang-time for symmetry capsule shot N120705 and convergent ablator shot N121007, compared with a 1D HYDRA flux-scaling. The convergent ablator data for (V shell ) and x-ray bang-time "pin" the scaling, allowing a velocity estimate for the higher-power N120705 shot based only on its bang-time.
Velocity measurement and inference
Velocity data from a backlit convergent ablator experiment with the same laser pulse but slightly-reduced power and energy (N121007) are used to validate the 1D HYDRA lookup-curve. The reduced power and energy of the laser pulse resulted in a measured x-ray bang-time of 24.2 ns ±0.1 ns, 400 ps later than the 23.8 ns ±0.1 ns measured for the 520 TW symcap N120705. The maximum ablator velocity measured on N121007-V shell = 295 km/s-lies just above the 1D HYDRA lookup-curve. This data point "pins the curve," suggesting that the timing, rate-of-rise, and shape of the 1D drive source are a suitably accurate representation of the actual drive on the capsule in the experiment.
Conclusion
The measured x-ray bang time t = 23.8 ns ±0.1 ns for N120705 lies at V shell ≈ 340 km/s on the HYDRA lookup-curve in Fig. 2 , slightly exceeding the campaign goal. This corresponds to a fuel velocity V f uel = 375 km/s for an 215 μm-thick ignition capsule driven by the same x-ray source. The uncertainty in bang-time δt = 100 ps, combined with the uncertainty in velocity for the backlit radiography data, δV = 15 km/s, combine to give an overall uncertainty of δV ≈ 25 km/s in this inference. Thus, we can say with high confidence that the experiment N120705 demonstrated the equivalent of V f uel ≥ 350 km/s.
